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Single tooth 
to full mouth rehabilitations
in 4 hours a week.
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For most dentists, restorative dentistry is our
primary income earner. However many
dentists are not completely confident with
many restorative procedures. Or they find
their results unpredictable.

When a procedure doesn't feel predictable, it
is rare that we offer it, or do it, in any
volume.

The Fellowship in Restorative Dentistry helps
you master restorative dentistry from single
composites and crowns, all the way to smile
make overs and full mouth rehabilitations.

Welcome to one of the most comprehensive full-
mouth restorative dentistry courses available.  This
course is designed to give you greater predictability
in your restorative dentistry, for less time and cost.

Fellowship in Restorative Dentistry 

Learn for 
70% less

Expert
Educators

Just 4 hours
a week



 Posterior Quadrant Dentistry
 Aesthetic Dentistry
 Veneers
 Full Mouth Rehabilitation

Learn all aspects of restorative dentistry to a level where you
feel confident, your skills are truly competent, and you
patient are going to be in safe hands.

Having taught hundreds of dentists to do complex
restorative we have developed a training pathway that builds
you skills logically.  

We have also developed unique hands on training simulations
that are so successful, that most dentists pay for the course
within a few months with increased production.  

The four building block of amazing restorative dentistry are: 

1.
2.
3.
4.

At RIPEGLOBAL, we go way beyond giving you a lecture,
giving you a demonstration, and having you carry out one
crown prep on one tooth before giving you a certificate.

We believe in supporting you 24/7 through our private class
community.  Giving you direct access to all the educators at
any time.  

We believe in supporting you through all your first cases.

We believe in building real skills through intense simulation
so treating a stressful case becomes easy.

Learn full-mouth Restorative
Excellence, in 4 hours a week.



Start your journey to Restorative Excellence. 
Chat with our pathway advisor today here.

Posterior dentistry is designed to bring competence in all
aspects of quadrant multi and single tooth dentistry.

Starting February 2022

Isolation, preparation and matrixing of
posterior composites.
Posterior composite anatomy.
Bioclear and injection moulding.
Deep margin and difficult case
management for directs.
How to critique literature.
Patient management for long procedures.
Precise quadrant and treatment planning
photography.

You will be mentored through documenting a case of posterior composites and posterior multi-
unit treatment planning and restoration.

Treatment planning multi tooth and multi
material cases.
Indirect preps, cores, scanning and
impressions.
Vertical preparation techniques.
Managing occlusion in quadrant dentistry.
Review of literature regarding endo
treatments after indirect.

Intense quadrant of composites gaining
perfect preps, matrixing, anatomy and
contacts.

Crown prep boot camp - prep all types of
indirect on 17 teeth in a row until your hand
moves effortlessly and your preps are
beautiful in very short time frames.

In Posterior Direct unit,
you will learn:

Case Mentoring:

In Posterior Indirect unit,
you will learn:

Posterior Direct Hands-on Posterior Indirect Hands-on

Module 1: Posterior Dentistry
Restorative Fellowship 

https://www.ripeglobal.com/meetings/pathwayadvisor/frd-22-discussion-call-new


Start your journey to Restorative Excellence. 
Chat with our pathway advisor today here.

Aesthetic dentistry is designed to build on the foundation
of restorative taught in posterior, but to add in the detailed
aesthetics that become important in the smile region.

Starting August 2022

Shape of teeth.
Isolation, matrixing, and restoration with
composite.
Layering anterior composites.
Bioclear method and injection moulding.
Stained margins, discoloured teeth, posts.
Surface texturing.

Treatment planning indirects.
Planning including scans, models,
photographs, smile designs, 3D mockups.
Shade matching photography.
Prep, cores, impressions for anterior
crowns and how they differ from posterior.
Restoring badly damaged teeth and teeth
with posts.
Dealing with dark anterior teeth.

Shape of teeth mockup (waxup or
smile design done with composite)
Restore six anterior badly damaged
teeth with composite

Prep and core build up anterior teeth in
a single session in realistic time frames,
correcting common prep errors.

You will be mentored through ideal documentation of anterior composite and anterior ceramic cases. 

In the Aesthetic Direct unit,
you will learn:

In the Aesthetic Indirect unit,
you will learn:

Case Mentoring:

Anterior Direct Hands-on Anterior Indirect Hands-on

Module 2: Aesthetic Dentistry
Restorative Fellowship 
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Start your journey to Restorative Excellence. 
Chat with our pathway advisor today here.

Veneer module is designed to build confidence and
understanding with both composite and ceramic veneers.

Starting February 2023

Longevity of veneers and complications.
Treatment planning and lab
communication for design preoperatively.
Mockups, informed and financial consent
practices.
Preparation types and choices.
Ceramic choices.
Tissue control and impressions.
Temporising the veneer case - multiple
methods.
Checking, insertion and bonding ceramic
veneers.
Live patient demonstration of insert.

Planning, smile design, 3D design,
mockups, and palatal stents.
Layered veneers step by step.
Live patient demonstration.

Mockup six anteriors and make a
palatal stent
Layered composite veneers on six
anteriors using palatal shell techniques
plus premolars.

Multiple Ceramic Veneer preps until
you can prep perfectly, and fast!

You will be mentored through composite and
ceramic veneers cases.

In the Ceramic Veneers unit, 
you will learn:

In the Direct layered Veneers unit,
you will learn:

Case Mentoring:

Direct Layered Veneers Hands-onCeramic Veneers Hands-on

Module 3: Veneers 
Restorative Fellowship 
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Start your journey to Restorative Excellence. 
Chat with our pathway advisor today here.

Building on the three previous modules, we will now
develop competence in a full mouth rehabilitation.

Starting August 2023

Communication and treatment planning
for rehabs.
Red flags, traps and reasons to NOT do a
rehab.
Occlusal management, planning,
maintaining the bit, and increasing vertical
dimension.
Occlusal management for high risk
patients with significant bruxism.
Occlusal design and splint usage for long
term success.
Multi-disciplinary treatment planning
including ordering.
Informed consent and financial consent.
Preparing a full arch, controlling tissue,
and taking impressions and scans.
Provisionals for the full arch case.
Cementing and bonding in full arch cases.
Minimal intervention techniques.
Rootcanal therapy, implantology, fixed
partial dentures in full mouth
rehabilitations.

Prep full upper arch and make
temporaries in one session.
Prep full lower arch and make temporaries
the following day.
Case planning bootcamp - plan difficult
cases rapidly and efficiently in volume.

You will be mentored through planning
full mouth cases.
You will be mentored through at least
one full arch case in composite and
ceramic.

Module 4: Full-Mouth Rehab (FMR)
Restorative Fellowship 

In this Full Mouth Rehab module,
you will learn:

Case Mentoring:

Hands-on Session

https://www.ripeglobal.com/meetings/pathwayadvisor/frd-22-discussion-call-new


Most dentists suffer from stress and anxiety at some
point of their career. That's because dental education
does not provide enough repetition to build your
muscle-memory. You learn the theory at the course. 
 But end up "practicing dentistry" when you get home.   

Simulation is key

With RipeGlobal, our curriculum focuses on
simulations rather than single tooth hands on.

Think about an air-force pilot, they learn in a
simulator so that when they're under stress,
their body takes over - that's how we teach.

Our intense cloud hands on classes are
designed to be immediately transferable to
practice, and to significantly enhance your
technical skills, not just teach you practical
theory.

We practice together using state-of-the-art
manikins and connect across our learning
platform - so you can try, and fail and try
again, until you can achieve perfect
outcomes, in realistic short clinical
timeframes.

Revolutionary
training techniques

Our unique methods build skills up to
50% faster than traditional learning in
a simlab in person.  



Travel, hotels and closing your clinic often cost more
than the education itself. RipeGlobal uses revolutionary
cloud based simulation training techniques to teach
hands on, and it cost a lot less.  

Next-level Education
With education, quality should be chosen over
cost. However the cost of learning in person
can be significant. And let's face it, travel in
our covid world can be unpredictable.

Our award winning cloud procedural training
system allows you to learn at much lower cost.

You will rarely need to close your practice. 
 And when you do, for a fraction of the time.

The affordability of learning online also makes
it easier to significantly up-skill and stay at the
top of your career growth.

RipeGlobal reduces education cost by 70%
when compared to travelling to a physical
facility - and its also better!

Up-skilling with
RipeGlobal costs
70% less

We teach with new virtual methods
so you learn superior hands-on
techniques from master dentists - all
from your home or clinic.



A major benefit of learning online - is that you will be
connecting with other practising dentists from all over
the world, who will become your own support network. 

Safe Support Network
At RipeGlobal you connect to a safe and
supportive community of dentists - who are
also transforming their lives and careers.

For example, last year we taught our course
in restorative excellence to 55 students. 

These students are still connecting every
day, helping each other with cases - and
even sharing their weekend outings,
supporting each others fitness regimes, and
cooking tips.

We're all dentists and we are all in this
together. There is a caring community here
for you whenever you need it.

Your caring, 24/7 
online community

RipeGlobal also provides a support
network that you will have for life.



Chat with one of our pathway advisors today. 
Simply click the button below to book a time.

Ready to Master
Restorative Dentistry?

"I liked that I could work with
my own instruments, with my
own machinery, with my own
unit, with my own assistant.
That gave me a lot of
confidence in what I was
doing."

DR STEFANIE HIRT 
Switzerland

Why a call? Meet our educators

Whether you're looking to up-skill and
master restorative dentistry, implantology,
digital dentistry or treatment planning - our
pathway advisors can best guide you, and
even setup calls with our educators. 

To view the Fellowship in Restorative Dentistry 2022 tuition and equipment costs,
click here.

If you would like to meet our
Restorative educators and read their
bio, please feel free to click here. 

This is about as close as you
can get to doing a live-patient
course, the mannequin head is
pretty darn realistic and it gives
you the opportunity to practise
these techniques and skills over
and over again."

DR CHARLES PAYET 
USA

"So the experience of doing the
hands-on course from my office
has been one of the biggest
benefits. It's been wonderful,
not to mention the fact that I
don't have to travel and stay in
hotels and have all that other
stuff."
DR FAUZIA KHAN
USA

Chat with an advisor today

Fellowship Tuition and Kit Costs
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